IDENTIFY

TM

For Police Departments

Harness your department’s case evidence and booking database to
accelerate case clearance rates and save money with AI

INTELLIGENT,
RAPID
SUSPECT
IDENTIFICATION

Establish Suspect Leads
in Minutes, Not Weeks

Aggregate Persons
of Interest to Track
Across Cases

Increase
Investigator Efficiency
& Oversight

~~ Compare suspects
in video and photo
evidence against local
and regional arrest
records systematically
with face recognition

~~ Detect unknown faces
found in evidence but
not present in booking
records

~~ Share curated
suspect leads for
further investigation
between analysts and
investigators via email

~~ Review and filter
potential suspect results
by booking data such
as gender, age, height,
hair color, ethnicity, and
more

~~ Add individuals
to a persons of
interest database for
comparison with video
and photo evidence
from other cases

~~ Consolidate suspect
information in a
centralized, web-based
platform including
appearance in evidence,
booking photo(s)
and data, last known
address, and more
~~ Organize evidence
by case accessible
by superior officers
including case details
such as ID, department,
officer(s), description,
location, time, and notes

MAKING AI WORK FOR YOU
veritone.com/identify
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Maintain
Officer Safety
~~ Run surveillance
camera and mobile
phone photos for
known offender
matches without
tipping off suspects
~~ Reduce need for
cold car stops with
quick transfer of field
evidence to office
analysts for booking
database comparison
in minutes, keeping
patrol officers safe

Veritone aiWARE
IMPROVING INVESTIGATIVE WORKFLOWS WITH AI
Veritone provides simple to use, yet powerful applications for police departments to analyze, act upon,
and distribute their evidence more efficiently - all built on one platform, aiWARE.
This single platform approach empowers agencies to leverage one or multiple intelligent applications
across the public safety workflow - from suspect identification to evidence redaction - all while
consolidating evidence and known offender databases in a single web-based tool.

SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION

EVIDENCE REDACTION

EVIDENCE DISCOVERY

INTELLIGENT EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT & SEARCH
KNOWN OFFENDER DATABASE

POI DATABASE

FACE RECOGNITION | TRANSCRIPTION | TRANSLATION

BODY CAMERA

DASH CAMERA

CCTV

BOLOs

MOBILE PHONE
PHOTO/VIDEO

Learn more about Veritone’s police department clients accelerated
case clearance rates with Veritone IDentify powered by aiWARE,
contact us today for a reference call.

MAKING AI WORK FOR YOU
veritone.com/identify
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ARREST
RECORDS

